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Editor's note:

A broader scope of different industries
Africa's poten al as a growth market for business remains both underes mated and misunderstood—as
does the poten al for business to a transforma ve role in solving the con nent's biggest challenges.
At the same me, greater innova on and investment from business is essen al to meet Africa's unfulﬁlled
demand for goods and services, close the gaps in its infrastructure, create jobs, and decrease poverty.
Sustainability is now an understood and much needed part of the philosophy that underlies new building
techniques and projects, to such an extent that laying the founda on for future genera ons to live in a far
more harmonious way with nature is clearly a core part of future thinking.
Welcome to this edi on of First Africa Guide, a widely accepted bi-monthly magazine that has become a
marketplace, communica on hub and news source for advancing the Industries in Southern Africa.
This publica on shines spotlight into the Inves ng in Africa Mining Indaba, the world's largest mining
investment event taking place on Feb 3-6, 2020. Get a pulse on what's happening in the industry and, join
the buzz to discover how 2020 and beyond is likely to unfold.
The African Mining Indaba is promising to be even bigger than last year's 25th anniversary event.A rac ng
even more junior, mid- er and major mining companies, investors as well as two heads of state, 35 African
and ﬁve Non-African Ministers and providing a pla orm for increased connec ons, deal-making and
investment opportuni es.
We feature some of the exci ng new innova ons, focusing on the digital revolu on and evolu on of
technology in society and industry. Our magazine is packed with informa on, that looks at a broader scope
of the way that technology is informing and changing the diﬀerent industries. Industry giants are always
unveiling best prac ces and the next big thing in the industries.
First Africa Guideis the must have resource for Manufactures, Exporters, Traders and Distributors to market
their inventory and also provides an easy access for local and interna onal companies to reach their
prospec ve buyers and clients. We need to transform Africa's manufacturing into a truly high-tech sector.
The magazine is also sent out to the movers and shakers at both ends of the revolu onary scale and you
will ﬁnd us in the media corners of various interna onal exhibi ons.
Have a happy read!
Editor
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publisher, which accepts no liability of any nature arising out of or in connec on with the contents of this magazine. While every eﬀort has been taken in compiling this
publica on, the publisher does not give warranty as to the completeness or accuracy of its content. The publisher and the editor cannot accept responsibility for any loss
inconvenience & damage that may occur there from.
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BMG - Danfoss VLT AutomationDrive
FC 300 series for variable speed control
BMG's range of Danfoss electronic,

challenging environments.

spark-free design, is protected against

'mechatronic' devices, includes the

300 series, with intelligent drive

moisture and dust and has the

mechanical and intelligent

VLT® AutomationDrive FC 300 series,
designed for variable speed control of
all asynchronous and permanent

magnet motors on most industrial

machines or production lines – even
in demanding applications and

www.rstafricaguide.com

The Danfoss VLT AutomationDrive FC
functions, is based on a flexible and
modular design to optimise energysavings, versatility, efficiency and
maintenance.

This robust drive system, with

reduced harmonic impact and a

the negative effects of vibration,
flexibility to operate pumps,

conveyors, palletisers and material
treatment equipment, ensuring

optimum control and dependable
operation for extended periods.

“The VLT AutomationDrive - which
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has received global awards for

directly at the drive, via mobile

protect installations by minimising

reduces project costs, ensuring the

web server and via cloud connectivity.

electromagnetic interference.

innovation and user-friendly features lowest possible cost of ownership
while maintaining high-efficiency
processes,” says Mick Baugh,
Electronics Manager,

Electromechanical division, BMG. “As

with all Danfoss drives, this system is
motor independent to offer the

flexibility to be able to select the

correct motor for specific applications.
Danfoss makes an ongoing

investment in advanced technologies,
to ensure all systems comply with

current and future demands in the

drives sector. With the implementation
of the VLT AutomationDrive into a
plant, the BMG team ensures a

seamless transition into Industry 4.0.
“The VLT AutomationDrive FC 300
series boasts both hardware and

software enhancements that maximise
performance and a new Ethernet

platform for improved communication.
This range also encompasses new
generation E-frames and lower
temperature ratings.”

This modular and adaptable drive

system is suitable for installation in

any environment – close to the motor,
in electrical panels, switch rooms or

outdoors and as stand-alone units in
the production area.

This system has an advanced thermal
design and back-channel cooling and

is one of the most compact and cost-

applications, through an integrated

The standard functionality of the VLT

AutomationDrive can be expanded by
replacing mechanical controls with
energy-saving electronic motion

control options. With the Integrated

Motion Controller (IMC) functionality,
the VLT AutomationDrive 302

replaces more complex positioning
and synchronisation controllers to
save time and costs.

Application-dedicated functions for

optimum performance include droop
functionality for load sharing, an

integrated brake control for the safe

operation of hoists and an integrated
process controller for demand-based
pumping.

This drive system has an intelligent
troubleshooting and remote access

facility and also features preventative
and predictive maintenance functions
that ensure trouble-free operation for
reduced maintenance costs and
avoiding unplanned downtime.

The VLT AutomationDrive can

withstand operation in all industrial

environments and low voltage grids,

including production facilities operating
from 690 V mains networks. AC
drives are available in various

enclosure sizes and protection

ratings, from IP20 to IP66. Integrated

DC chokes and RFI filters in all units

harmonic distortion and

Typical applications for this system

include mining and minerals, food and
beverage, packaging, water and

wastewater, marine and offshore,
chemicals, cranes and hoists,

elevators and escalators, materials, oil
and gas and textiles.

BMG has recently been appointed as
a Danfoss DrivePro® Service Partner

- the only company in Southern Africa
to achieve this level of recognition
and one of the first 30 companies

appointed as part of this programme
globally.

Through this agreement, BMG

provides a support service for VLT

and VACON drives that encompasses
troubleshooting, maintenance, repairs
and replacements. As a Danfoss

DrivePro® Service Partner, BMG also
offers specialised training and
technical support to improve

productivity, performance and uptime
for the entire life cycle of Danfoss
drives.

BMG's recent expansion of the

distribution and engineering facilities

in Johannesburg, includes electronic

workshops and a technical resources
centre for the repair, maintenance

and commissioning of the Danfoss
product range.

efficient air-cooled drives in the range
of 90 kW to 800 kW at 500 V.

This robust and intelligent system has
been designed to simplify every step
in the installation process, including
wiring, programming and operation.

The VLT AutomationDrive, which is
compatible with leading motor and
fieldbus technologies, offers web-

based configuration, Electronic Data
Interchange (EDI) and access to

drawing and engineering diagrams.
The system also provides tools for
harmonic and motor-drive system

BMG's range of Danfoss
electronic, mechanical and
intelligent 'mechatronic'
devices, includes the VLT®
Automa onDrive FC 300
series, designed for variable
speed control of all
asynchronous and
permanent magnet motors
on most industrial machines
or produc on lines – even in
demanding applica ons
and challenging
environments.

efficiency calculations. There is a

flexible interface to the drive data

from multiple access points, including
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Energy Saving Solutions in the
Mining industry
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Mining Indaba 2020 Conference,
Cape Town, South Africa
Barrick, Mark Cutifani from Anglo American and

Investing in African Mining Indaba is the largest mining

Robert Friedland from Ivanhoe Mines to name

investment event in Africa. With a proven track record of
bringing together Heads of State, Ministers, senior

just a few

Government representatives, Major, Mid and Junior Mining

·

Battery Metals Days, included the procurement

mining equipment and service providers, Mining Indaba is

·

Congratulations to Prospect Resources who

and global mining industry. It is the must-attend event that

·

38 Ministers, including the new Zambian and

an unmatched access to the entire value chain and the

·

25% female speaker line-up, includes Simon

Companies, Investors, professional services as well as

the place to meet everybody who's anybody in the African

drives the mining industry forward, provides attendees with
most influential players in African mining for four days of
high quality content, deal-making and networking
opportunities.

2019 Indaba highlights included:
·

·

2 Heads of State: H.E. Cyril Ramaphosa,

President of South Africa and H.E. Nana AkufoAddo, President of Ghana

Major Mining CEOs included Mark Bristow from

www.rstafricaguide.com

plans from Honda, Panasonic and Ford

won the Investment Battlefield!

Ethiopian Mining Ministers

Niven from Rio Tinto, Elaine Dorward-King from
Newmont and Deshnee Naidoo from Vedanta
Zinc International

If you're in any way interested in mining investment in

Africa then Mining Indaba is an essential event to visit.
www.miningindaba.com
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Cross valley tailings impoundment at
Highland Valley Copper, BC, Canada (Courtesy of Teck)
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Tailings dam risk reduction using accurate
pore pressure monitoring
By
1
Dr Kym L Morton

techniques only measure the reaction of

the potential failure surfaces.

250 people has created worldwide focus

address the causes or assist with

method to measure the weight of water

dam failures. South Africa has had its

Once the slopes of a tailings dam have

early intervention to delay or prevent

The January 2019 Brumadinho tailings

dam failure in Brazil which killed over

on what can be done to reduce tailings

own tailings dam failures; notably the

Merriespruit failure in Virginia in 1994,

where 17 people were killed and over

300 houses destroyed.

Modern techniques for tailings dam

reducing risk.

been established the only factor that

can be controlled to reduce the risk of

these

Open

pit

slope

stability

location, construction and management

dam by modifying the shear stresses on

however

failure.

techniques can be used to manage dam

tailings dams.The presence of water

LIDAR

prisms;

in a slope or dam wall and enables

wall stability. The success of accurate

pressure) of water in the slopes of the

within the tailings dam slopes reduces

and

Pore pressure monitoring is an accurate

failure is the weight (measured as

monitoring emphasise the measurement

of movement of the slopes using radar,

14

slopes to instability factors and do not

the stability of the slopes of the tailings

monitoring

design

depends

on

the

strategy for a tailings dam. The best

monitoring systems are designed

each specific tailings dam.

for

www.rstafricaguide.com
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The figure illustrates the pond in the
centre of the tailings dam and the

pressure surface of the seepage face
within the tailings dam wall.

There is

also an additional pressure surface
under the dam created by the
groundwater below the dam.

Older tailings dams were often
constructed by depositing

tailings into

depressions or into riverbeds, they
therefore can have weak unstable

Above: Figure 1 Final construction of a tailings dam (Adapted from GARD Guide)

foundations with no lining

andhydraulic connection to underlying

aquifers. The base of the tailings dam
can often be recharged

from buried

streams fed from upstream runoff.

Failure in a slope, known as volume
deformation, will occur
possible scenaria:

as three

1.

Compression of water in the

2.

Compression of individual

3.

pores of the material

particles (sediments etc)

Re-arrangement of particles,
usually to a more compact
configuration.

Once pore pressures, measured by
piezometers,

are plotted as lines of

equal head (h), known as
equipotentials, the pressure gradient

Above: Figure 3 Distribution of pressure gradients within a
slope of a tailings dam (Adapted Morton et al 2008).

of the slope will be like figure 3.
Pore pressures can be measured

using pressure transducers, typically
the sealed vibrating -wire point type
piezometers, grouted into coreholes
drilled into critical sections of the

slopes of the tailings dam retaining
walls.

The water balance of a tailings dam

is affected by the rainfall input to its

pond and any surface runoff entering
the dam foundations from

upstream.

The groundwater levels around, below
and upstream impact on the water
balance of the tailings dam and

also

need to be monitored and managed
to increase safety. Each dam is
unique and therefore requires a

bespoke monitoring network, designed
by a qualified hydrogeologist,

based

on a full understanding of the water
inputs , both surface and
underground.
Figure 4

shows the layout of an

www.rstafricaguide.com

Above: Figure 4 Tailings and upstream monitoring (adapted from Inmarsat)

accurate monitoring network around
an individual tailings dam in plan.

An accurately instrumented tailings dam

will include monitoring of:

1.

Rainfall

3.

Upstream surface and

2.

Pond levels

groundwater flows and
pressures
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4.

Downstream surface and groundwater flows and

5.

Pore pressure monitoring within all the tailings

pressures

dam's slopes

This data is converted to information and then resultant plots

of pressures can be used within dashboards to review the

actual pressures compared to the required pressures.

Trends that show increasing pressure can be used to

implement pressure reduction actions such as drainage or

pumping. Dashboards can shared to inform decision makers

of increasing pressures which can then be reduced by

increasing drainage of the unstable slope.

The information

can be transmitted by satellite to local and remote decision

makers.

Conclusion
Accurate and well distributed pore pressure monitoring of a
tailings dam is essential to the understanding of the main
factor which controls tailings dam stability.

Reducing pore

pressures by drainage of pumping will increase safety and if
implemented early will prevent failure. This strategy is far
more accurate and successful than the simple monitoring of
slope movement. When a slope moves it is often too late to

kmorton@klmcs.co.za

reverse the imminent failure, intervention by monitoring and
then active management of

water pressure can prevent

failure before a catastrophic event.

info@klmcs.co.za

www.klmcs.co.za

edward@styria.co.za

www.styria.co.za
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Vert Energy's LSK DC motors for
variable speed applications
Vert Energy's Leroy-Somer LSK direct

Leroy-Somer to the latest European

adapters which enable the easy

effective solutions for variable speed

have ratings from 2 to 750 kW.

situations, without the need for costly

current (DC) motors provide costapplications.

“Leroy-Somer has a depth of

experience with AC and DC variable
speed drive systems and designs its

standard motors to withstand the new

demands being imposed by frequency
converters and variable speed

operation,” says Grant Robertson,

managing director of Vert Energy,

exclusive distributors for Leroy-Somer
in Southern Africa. “Motors are thus
able to withstand frequent speed or

torque changes and reversals, running
at overspeed (up to 6 000 rpm for

the standard four pole machine) and
at lower speeds with full torque,

without drawbacks like overheating,
loosening of stator windings and
damage to rotors or bearings.

“The major advantage of direct

current motors is the ease of effecting
accurate speed control and LSK's

advanced technology enables motors
to respond to electronic controllers

which place great demands on the

performance of DC motors. Smooth
running has been achieved by the
introduction of an advanced frame
design, incorporating the largest
dimensioned shaft.”

LSK square laminated frame DC

motors, which have been designed by

www.rstafricaguide.com

standards for industrial requirements,
Leroy-Somer also produces non-

standard motors, providing a range of
power from 0,06 kW to 18,5 kW.

Vert Energy's LSK DC range includes
enclosed permanent magnet motors,
enclosed wound motors, drip-proof

wound motors and drip-proof, forcecooled wound motors.

These motors can be foot, flange or

foot and flange mounted. Flanges are
incorporated into the steel stator

castings, giving a robust construction
that eliminates vibrations. Four

removable plates allow direct access

to brushes for easy replacement, thus
simplifying maintenance.

Leroy Somer's advanced design of
the DC motor incorporates cooling

and ventilation systems that reduce

wear and tear on the brush gear, by
the elimination of dirty particles.
These motors, with a Class H

modification of motors to all types of
and time-consuming adjustments.

Pressure switches monitor air flow to
detect if the ventilation motor has

stopped working. Where there is little

vertical space for installing a motor, a
connection kit can be used to mount

the standard forced cooling unit in an
axial position. Transparent doors can
be fitted to facilitate maintenance
procedures like brush inspection,

without having to remove inspection
doors.

Leroy-Somer has developed an online
configurator to assist in the selection
of motors, brake motors or geared

motors, combined with variable speed

drives. The link to the energy savings
website is

http://acim.nidec.com/motors/leroy-

somer/services/calculate-your-energysavings

insulation system, can operate at

The modular concept of this range

and +40C and are protected with a

for the entire LS product range, thus

ambient temperatures of between +5C
range of surface treatments that

withstand harsh environments. The

quality of the winding, insulation and
impregnation guarantees optimum
performance, even in arduous
conditions.

Optional features include flange

enables a continuous production line
reducing delivery times. Lead times
for adapted motors are also
significantly shortened.

Vert Energy offers a maintenance

programme which ensures optimum
performance of DC motors and

significantly extends service life.
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Husqvarna's pioneering approach to
chainsaws and lawnmowers
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Husqvarna's pioneering approach to chainsaws and lawnmowers
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Ahead of the curve new tools
improve harvesting efficiency
The popular conception of farming
as low-tech is woefully out of date.
Modern farmers are high-tech
operators: They use GIS software to
plan their ﬁelds, GPS to guide ﬁeld
operations, and auto-steer systems
to make tractors follow that GPS
guidance without human hands.
Given this technology foundation,
the transition to full autonomy is
already in progress, leveraging
commodity parts and advanced
software to get there more quickly
than is possible in many other
domains.
With recent volatility in the cost of
crop inputs — combined with the
challenges of hiring and retaining
quality farm labor — more than
ever, your farm customers are
looking for ways to increase
productivity per man as well as the
number of acres they cover per day.
But no single action provides the
total answer for attaining maximum
proﬁtability.
It's all about striking the right mix of
robust crop management, crop
marketing and sound equipment
decisions to best manage risk.
Combine Auto-Steer
Many different precision ag
technologies have been introduced
during the past 15 years, but few
of them have been adopted more

26

rapidly than GPS auto-steering
systems. While the majority of
these systems have been installed
on tractors and sprayers, a
growing number of combines are
now being equipped with the
same technology, both coming
from the factory and added as an
aftermarket option.
Auto-steer on a combine provides
measurable performance
improvements by allowing any
operator to harvest a full swath
from one side of the ﬁeld to the
other.
A secondary beneﬁt of auto-steer
is that it helps optimize the
cleaning and separation
performance of the combine
because it assures uniform crop
intake.
Most combines on the market
reach maximum performance —
which includes acceptable grain
losses and the most consistent
grain sample — when the volume
of harvested material remains
consistent at a given level.
Wider Headers
While increased header widths
installed on larger combines are
deﬁnitely a step in the right
direction in terms of boosting ﬁeld
efﬁciency, they must be
considered along with the width of

other equipment on the farm.
For example, a 40-foot combine
head will divide equally into an 80or 120-foot sprayer and will work
perfectly with a 40-foot air-seeder.
The larger header widths create
other challenges that need to be
considered. One involves the
generally poor distribution and
uniformity of residue coming from
the combine. It appears that the
development of the wider headers
is well ahead of new
spreader/chopper designs.
This is even more evident with the
newer 40-, 42- and 45-foot
headers on the market. New
technologies in this area are
desperately required, because we
are approaching the limits of the
equipment to distribute crop
residue evenly over the width of
the header.
Telematic Mapping
Some combine manufacturers are
already offering customers the next
step beyond auto-steer and yield
mapping to help them boost their
ﬁeld efﬁciency even further.
The new technology is called
telematics. It's an innovative
system that allows the farmer or
farm manager to determine the
relative performance of individual
or multiple combine operators.

www.rstafricaguide.com
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It's a very simple system and
involves tables and maps, similar
to a yield map, to document where
each combine pass was made in
the ﬁeld. The telematic maps
illustrate where the combines
stopped to unload and where they
unloaded on the move.
Stopping the combine, especially
to unload, is very costly. So, for
combine and grain cart operators,
it's a great learning experience in
how to boost ﬁeld efﬁciency.
Many combine operators unload
their combine grain bin when it's
full, rather than getting into a
sequence to unload when they put
the least strain on the grain cart
operator, especially when multiple
combines are utilized in the same
ﬁeld.
Grain Carts
It was only a few years ago that
800-900 bushel capacity grain
carts were the largest available
and most producers bought
smaller ones.
Today, with 1,200-1,500 bushel
carts available, many farmers are
buying a 1,000-bushel capacity
cart, or at least one that ﬁlls their
grain truck in one dump. While the
direct expense of a grain cart, plus
the operator and direct costs of

www.rstafricaguide.com
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the tractor to pull it with, may
deter some producers from
purchasing one, there is no
debating the increases in combine
performance that a grain cart can
provide.
If you calculate the hourly cost of
operating a larger combine at
$100 per hour — and many class
8 and 9 combines will be
signiﬁcantly more — and the
combine stops 4 times each hour
to unload, taking a total of 5
minutes between leaving the crop,
unloading and starting up again,
you've lost one-third of your
capacity, or around $33 per hour.
In a season with challenging
harvesting conditions, many will
argue that a grain cart allows you
to get your crop harvested in a
more timely fashion. Also, when
discussing larger grain carts with
producers, don't forget to discuss
the beneﬁts of tracks.
While these add signiﬁcantly to
the price (compared to a grain
cart on tires), their beneﬁts are
immeasurable when it comes to
minimizing soil compaction,
especially in a no-till system.
The Grain Handling System
Many producers have increased
their combine capacity and farm

size in recent years, but failed to
consider the additional burden
placed on their grain storage and
h a n d l i n g f a c i l i t i e s .
While grain storage can be an
excellent risk-management tool and
a way of avoiding long lines at the
grain elevator at harvest, it needs to
be large enough to handle the
increasing volumes of grain that
many larger combines provide.
While this is almost a topic in itself,
many larger growers want to unload
a truck in just a couple of minutes
and have the truck heading back to
the ﬁeld for another load. Such a
system will require a dump pit large
enough to hold a loaded truck and
the leg capacity to move it away
prior to the arrival of the next truck.
If grain drying is commonly
required, this adds an additional
dimension of drying capacity and
g r a i n
h a n d l i n g .
While many of these technologies
may appear to be costly in the short
term, each is an investment to
increase long-term efﬁciency of the
harvesting operation. They should
each be penciled out and their
relative cost-to-beneﬁt ratio's
considered. Most large and
expanding producers will quickly see
the beneﬁts and add them to their
shopping list for the following year.
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Mine site accommodation- prefabricated buildings
Huge tower blocks built in weeks

not the exception for many

Modular construction is often

building behemoths, bricklaying

is booming.

sustainable construction. Traditional

under one roof, automated bridgerobots... No it's not science fiction.

These are all real solutions here and
now doing business.

Modular constructions are all around
us. In fact we probably don't spot

them precisely because they have

become so usual. Modules are the
new bricks and mortar in airport

terminals and rail stations (Heathrow

Airport and Birmingham New Street in
the UK are just two examples). And
they're built to last. These assets

have upwards of a 30-40 year life,

lasting as long as they are designed
for. Globally, we are seeing modular
move into residential housing too.
In a world where the global

population increases by a billion

every 12 years, the speed and highvolume capabilities of modular

construction and 3D printing means

they will emerge as leading solutions.
3D printing is now becoming the rule

www.rstafricaguide.com

companies, and wider social take-up
Prefabricated construction is the

practice of assembling a variety of
components of a structure at a

manufacturing site and transporting

those sub-assemblies to the location
of the construction jobsite.

Prefabricated construction is

sometimes thought of as a low-end
and mass produced mode of

construction. In reality however, it is
quite the opposite. Prefabricated
construction is becoming more

common, improving in quality and has
become available in a variety of

budgets. Despite the perception of
prefabrication, there are numerous

commended for energy efficiency and
construction methods require extra
materials that lead to increased

waste. However, since prefabricated

sub-assemblies are constructed in a
factory, extra materials can be
recycled in-house. This is a

considerable improvement over

sending waste directly to a landfill

from a traditional construction site.

Also, the controlled environment of a
factory allows for more accurate

construction, tighter joints and better
air filtration, which in turn allows for

better wall insulation and an increase
in energy efficiency.

benefits to this type of construction.

Financial Savings

that prefabricated construction

prefabricated construction would be

This article assesses the advantages
presents for both businesses and
customers.

Eco-Friendly

One of the greatest advantages of
financial savings. Although the

perception of custom-made pieces
may seem expensive, with

prefabricated or modular construction,
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this is not the case. Modular

construction targets all budgets and
price points, creating an affordable

option. Prefabrication manufacturers
often receive bulk discounts from

material suppliers which then trickles
down to the cost of a construction
project. Modular construction also

sidesteps the possibility of unreliable
contractors and unproductive staff.
Additionally, the reduction in

construction time can significantly

save on construction financing costs.
Flexibility

Modular construction can be easily be
disassembled and relocated to

different sites. This significantly
reduces the demand for raw

materials, minimizes expended energy
and decreases time overall. Also,
modular construction allows for

flexibility in the design of the structure
allowing for a limitless number of
opportunities. Since prefabricated

construction units can be used in

different spaces, its neutral aesthetics
is able to blend in with almost any
building type.

Consistent Quality

Since prefabricated construction

occurs in a controlled manufacturing
environment and follows specified

standards, the sub-assemblies of the
structure will be built to a uniform
quality. Construction site-built

structures are dependent upon varying
skill levels and the schedules of

independent contractors. These all

contribute to the craftsmanship and

overall quality of given structure. With
prefabrication, each sub-assembly is
built by an experienced crew in a

weather-resistant factory, with multiple
quality checks throughout the entire
process. Some components of the

building are constructed using precise
machine equipment to ensure
conformity to building code.

Reduced Site Disruption
Since many components of a building
are completed in the factory, there is
significantly less truck traffic,

equipment and material suppliers

around the final construction site. This
limits the disruption of traditional
jobsites that suffer from noise,

pollution, waste and other common

irritants. This streamlined approach to
construction provides a far more

efficient atmosphere for productivity,
and eliminates unnecessary

distractions and interference that are
typical of construction sites.

Safety
Since sub-assemblies are created

in a factory-controlled environment

utilizing dry materials, there is less
risk for problems associated with
moisture, environmental hazards

and dirt. This ensures that those on
the construction site, as well as a
project's eventual tenants are less
likely to be exposed to weather-

related health risks. Also, an indoor
construction environment presents
considerably fewer risks for

accidents and other liabilities. There
are strict factory processes and

procedures that protect the worker
from on-the-job injury. At a

Shorter Construction Time
Portable construction takes

construction site, although safety is

on-site construction. In many

subjected to weather-related

than half the time when compared to

conditions, wind and other crew

significantly less time to build than

of utmost importance, workers are

instances, prefabrication takes less

conditions, changing ground

traditional construction. This is due to

members who are at the site.

better upfront
planning,

elimination of onsite weather
factors,

subcontractor

UNIFLEX Hydraulik GmbH

scheduling delays
and quicker

fabrication as

multiple pieces can
be constructed

simultaneously.
Shorter

construction times

allows construction
companies to take
on multiple

projects at once,
allowing

businesses to grow
rather than putting
all their focus and
resources on one
or a few projects
at a time.

HM 480 with Control C.2:
Top production crimper with an opening stroke of more than 150 mm.
Thanks to an opening diameter without dies of 380 mm, the HM 480 can
be used to crimp industrial hoses up to 8" with ANSI ﬂanges and pipe
ﬁttings up to 12" without removing the dies. With a press force of 4500
kN, UNIFLEX slide bearing technology, a ﬁxed 6-o'clock die and a bottom
die length of 150 mm, the HM 480 oﬀers all the features UNIFLEX
crimpers are renowned for: high productivity, quality, ergonomics and a
long service life.
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Africa Energy Forum (aef) 2020 to address SDG7
and Impact of Energy Investment
As the impact of climate change

host a stream dedicated to unpacking

while providing an outstanding

energy community is under increasing

and clean energy for all”, debating

and delegates. Barcelona is the

grows ever apparent, the international
scrutiny to develop sustainable power
sources.

Sustainable Development Goal 7
(SDG7) promotes "access to

affordable, reliable, sustainable and

modern energy for all."Some of the
most innovative sustainable energy

solutions are being developed right

now in Africa, but what role could or
should Africa play in achieving
SDG7?

Under the overarching theme

“Investment & Impact,” the Africa

Energy Forum's 2020 programme will
put sustainable development and the
impact of power projects under the

spotlight. As the international energy

community adapts to rapidly evolving
technologies and an increasing

demand for sustainable solutions, the
need for knowledge-sharing and

innovation has never been greater.
The aef 2020 agenda has been

shaped to reflect these opportunities,
welcoming Chairwoman

DamilolaOgunbiyi as CEO and Special
Representative of the UN Secretary-

General for Sustainable Energy for All
and Co-Chair of UN-Energy,

how the continent can meet energy
demands in light of global
sustainability goals.

A new structure to the 2020 agenda
introduces dynamic sessions

prioritising interactivity between

panellists and delegates. Formats

include interactive Q&As, deep dives,
roundtables and hard-hitting debates.
The Tech & Tools stream will

examine how the 4th Industrial

Revolution is set to play out for

Africa, discussing the future of battery
storage, disruptive technologies and
artificial intelligence in 2020 and
beyond.

A special Project signing session on

the opening day will see partners and
sponsors sign power projects with

public & private sector partners in
front of a live aef audience.

The EnergyNet Student Engagement
Initiative returns to invite promising

finance, law and engineering students

from Africa and host country Spain to
meet Energy Ministers, participate in
workshops and learn about the

opportunities for energy development
in their respective countries.

SEforALL.

Networking highlights

The 2020 programme

to aef this June – a football

In line with the SDG7 goal, aef will
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The Africa Challenge Cup will return
tournament raising money for charity

networking opportunity for sponsors
idealcity to build on the success of

the 2019 tournament and exceed our
charitable contribution.

New for 2020, aef will host an

Industry Quiz for teams of sponsors

and delegates. Quiz rounds will take
place throughout the agenda on the

exhibition floor over the course of the
3 days. The wining team will be

recognised with an awards ceremony
and prize at the aef 2020 closing
ceremony.

Scott Mackin, Managing Partner at

Denham Capital and sponsor of the

Forum commented, “aef is simply the

most efficient and effective conference
that Denham attends around the

globe; it's our opportunity to see

everyone dealing with African energy
in one setting at one time.”

The Forum will take place in

Barcelona, Spain from 30th June –
3rd July. As the global investment
gathering for Africa's energy and

industrial sectors, the Forum will bring
together decision-makers in Africa's
energy sector to form partnerships,

identify opportunities and collectively
move the industry forward.

For details on how to attend visit
www.africa-energy-forum.com or email
events@energynet.co.uk
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